VAR-18-04 127 Sound Drive

Variance Review Summary
Board of Adjustment meeting July 16, 2018
Application Details:
Date of Application:
Property Owner:
Applicant:

June 18, 2018
Gary and Melinda Bridges
Brian Deanhardt with BRIMCO Builders

Property Details:
Street Address: 127 Sound Drive
Zoning District: RSW
Structure Height Limit: 45ft

PIN Number: 637516841435000
Flood Zone: AE6
Impervious Coverage Permitted: 40%

Variance Review Procedure:







Pre-application Conference – June 15th
Submit Application – June 18th
Completeness Determination – June 18th
Public Notification – June 25th
Public Hearing Scheduled
Board of Adjustment Review and Decision – July 16th, 7PM

Description of Variance Request:
Brian Deanhardt of BRIMCO Builders, agent for property owners Gary and Melinda Bridges, has
requested a variance to build a house with stairs that encroach 48” into the street setback, which is 30” too
close to the street-side property line as required by Section 18.10.2.D.1.b. of the UDO.
Brian knew that the originally intended design of the structure wouldn’t meet requirements – the
front steps would encroach into the street setback. The street setback is measured as the shortest distance
between the adjacent structure and street-adjacent property line – essentially, a structure can’t be any
closer to the street than either of their neighbors. The street setback in this case is 30 feet. The structure
can’t be moved farther back on the lot due to the CAMA 30’ buffer extending landward from the bulkhead.
The steps as originally designed would encroach 48” into the street setback. The UDO allows for 18” of
encroachment of uncovered steps, but that leaves 30” of steps that cannot be built. For reference, the steps
would terminate 28 feet from the front property line, which is approximately 10 feet from the edge of the
asphalt pavement.
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In order to get construction moving forward on this project, Brian applied for permits for the house,
but with modified steps. These modified steps meet the setback requirements, but they block a car from
entering the first floor parking area under the house. Only two cars can fit in the driveway with the current
configuration of stairs, which is the minimum number of off-street parking spaces for a single-family home.
Permits were obtained on June 25th to build the single-family residence with steps blocking the parking
area.
Brian Deanhardt has applied for a variance on behalf of property owners to build the originally intended
steps instead of the currently permitted modified steps. The originally intended steps would encroach 30
inches further into the street setback than is allowed in the UDO. The following bolded statements are
Required Findings for Variances by the Board of Adjustment regarding this case.


Unnecessary hardship would result from the strict application of the Ordinance. It shall not be
necessary to demonstrate that, in the absence of the variance, no reasonable use can be made
of the property. Under strict application of the Ordinance, the steps will not be able to be built as
originally intended. The modified steps are compliant with the Ordinance, but block access to the
parking area under the house.



The hardship results from conditions that are peculiar to the property, such as location, size, or
topography. Hardships resulting from personal circumstances, as well as hardship resulting
from conditions that are common to the neighborhood or the general public, may not be the
basis for granting a variance. This lot is subject to the 30’ buffer landward of the Normal High Water
line, which is on the water-side of the bulkhead, as well as a street setback to match the neighboring
structures. The street setback, and in some cases, the CAMA buffer, differ property to property.



The hardship did not result from actions taken by the applicant or the property owner. The act
of purchasing property with knowledge that circumstances exist that may justify the granting of
the variance shall not be regarded as a self-created hardship. Staff is unaware of actions taken by
the applicant or property owner that would result in a hardship.



The requested variance is consistent with the spirit, purpose, and intent of the Ordinance, such
that public safety is secured, and substantial justice is achieved. Staff agrees that the requested
variance is consistent with the spirit, purpose, and intent of the Ordinance.
Summary Compiled by: Michelle Grace Shreve, Director of Planning and Zoning
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